5-29-14

Report from extra watch for night of 5-28-14

8 pm 13 people congregated at Sobers store talking in a slow group.

11:10 pm 6 or 8 shots fired - Carroll Ft but no fighting or disturbance in evidence.

1:15 am Sobers store still open but crowd gone.

Reported by McDonald that Manns owed John $3.90 and was notified by John that he could have no further credit until he was paid. Manns is to pay 25 or 30 c to per week and demand a receipt each time.

did not go on strike in response to Sobes demand.
7/29/14

Students and others on Boulevard: Fleming, Palmer, Swedell, Br. Prater, Holtzclaw, Wesley Miller, Long, Strickland, Myrtle Davis

Annie Greene

Female Pickets:

Josie Frink & Dora Davis who either stopped or walked with every woman or girl who passed them: very annoying pain.